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About This Game

If you’re a cube, simple island will become a puzzling maze! You’ll need your shrewdness to get out of island. You surely have
some, but if you doubt it – it’s time to reveal your potential! There’re several ways to interact with the island while getting

through. You have to collect keys, to climb steep walls, and to manipulate surroundings to pave your way to the portal. Balanced
and leisurely game awaits you!

Key features:
• Mind-bending puzzles

• 28 thoroughly designed levels
• Secret levels for hardcore players

• Beautiful animations and visual effects
• Pleasant and relaxing atmosphere

• Intuitive controls
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Recommend. Damn good game, played against bots for a bit to train. Very nice movement system. Good game but it's near
impossible to get it to run correctly on modern systems. The infamous "Insufficiente video memory detected. A minimum of 32
MB of free memory required." error is what stops this game from running. I've tried many solutions even the one's in the
community hub however to no avail none of the methods I tried on there worked for me.

However if you are certain the methods on there worked for you, please let me know and if you can be of any assistance.. This
game's really good! There are some 50ish or so levels, and practically every one introduces some new mechanic. Likewise, each
boss has a trick to beating it, so the game stays fresh all the way to the end. Difficulty wise, most platformers these days are
absurdly easy or ridiculously hard, but MagiCat hits a nice balance. Plus, you get to play as a cat wizard. Don't need much more
than that.. The game is exciting, but I believe that more levels are needed.
In general, I liked it, but there is something to work on). I've played through the available campaign a couple times now
(kickstarter supporter), and the game shows a huge amount of promise.

As of the time of writing, there are some issues, but nothing that keeps it from still being really fun, especially couch co-op.
There was one issue where the 2nd player couldn't get to the gear menu to change out gear, but we worked around it by going
back to the title screen and switching 1p/2p. The character balance needs a lot of work, but all in all, it was one of the best couch
co-op experiences in recent memory, even for a game in alpha. I'd love to see some straight left-to-right levels to mix up the
wave-based mechanic.

Also, the boss battles are really cool. I'd buy this game if it was nothing but boss battles.. I played just after eating a big plate of
take out Chinese food. No motion sickness at all. Some vertigo, yes, but in a good way.

The martian level had all kinds of possibilities for a multiplayer shooter.

The track levels were extremely challenging, and I enjoyed trying (and failing to make it through.

The tube level seemed pretty simplistic, but did convey the feeling of velocity.

Thanks Developer for the free game!. Thanks SEGA for bringing both of these masterpieces to Steam!
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The story is kinda cool but actually playing the game is a pain. Its more of a maze then a puzzle with a ton of back tracking, also
the controls for when your in a moving tape are probably the worst i've ever had in a game.. Best game ever! Watched it being
developed live on twitch.. This is an interesting sattelite mission game. It is obvious that this is a ported game to PC, but the
graphics are quite nice. The gameplay is mission based: you will be given missions regularly that you must complete within a
specific amount of time or suffer a reputation penalty; too may failed missions and you will fail the game! Completed missions
reward you with funds, reputation, and progression. You can also research technologies to make your sattelites more efficient
space tools.

To note: this is NOT an open world, sandbox game like Kerbal Space Program. You are limited to controlling sattelites that are
placed into Earth orbit for you.

That being said, anyone with a decent grasp of orbital mechanics will be able to play through the game without great difficulty.

If you are looking for a nice filler satellite management game and can get this on sale (I paid less than $10 for it on sale) then
Satellite Command will scratch a nice itch for you.. A nice arcade style game for casual players or hardcore ones. Basically, the
tiny droids revolve around you that attack and protect you from opposing droids. A pretty good game that anyone can play and
play against for a couple of bucks!. ***SPOILER***
Lets you continue the game when you "die" at the end of the story. Oh and you get blow things up, go to a military base, say
good-bye to Liberty-Prime, finish all the side quests you left behind, includes even more side quests, and you get to see how the
world has changed thanks to the pure water.. Delightful VR experience!

Island Maze 1.1 update released:
A small update for Island Maze is now available:

 Added Undo (now you can undo any number of moves)

 Redesigned levels 15, 19, 24, 26 and 27
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